
Parish of St Francis of Assisi

Minutes of Parish Pastoral Council Meeting 11th September 2018

Present:     , Carol Morris, David Boott, Sheila North, Angela Barnes, and Fr Martin Sylvester

Apologies:       Deacon Chris Stevens, Jack Stafford, Liz Draper 
Opening prayer:        Fr Martin Sylvester

Reading:              Sheila North

The meeting convened at 7.00pm. Angela joined the meeting at 7.30pm.

 1. The Minutes of the August meeting (14th August) 

The minutes were confirmed as a true record of the meeting. These will be published on the parish blog, and a 
small number of paper copies made available in the porch.

 2. Matters Arising from the August Minutes

• Mental Health awareness training – Fr Martin confirmed that the course will run on Tuesday 9th 
October from 09:00-13:00; he and Deacon Chris will take up the offer of places from the organizers.

• David said that Exposition and Benediction took place in the church on the three days of the Eucharistic
Congress. He thanked Deacon Chris for making himself available on all three days to allow us to have 
Benediction.

 3. Adoremus Eucharistic Congress

The members of the council who attended the Congress were asked to give some impressions and feedback. 
Initial phrases used were “Each day different” and “a spark to take back to parishes”.
Friday – the workshops were quite varied, but something for everyone; some were to encourage personal 
devotion, some were to to take back to parishes
Saturday – the talks were excellent, highlights were the keynote talks by Fr Robert Barron, and the young 
people’s chat show.
Sunday - “the icing on the cake”; the Mass and procession were outstanding and very moving, despite the bad 
weather. Fr Martin had been noticed in a video taking an active part in the procession!.
Carol said that they were given many ideas and resources to bring back to the parish, an example being a 
poster “The persecuted – go to Adoration for those who can’t”
Videos and photos of the weekend are available on the Catholic Life website; details will be put in the bulletin 
this weekend.
The four who attended will have a meeting to see how what they saw and heard can best be brought to the 
parish.

 4.  This month’s topic – The Disadvantaged and Marginalised

We discussed ways in which people can become disadvantaged: Economic, mental health problems, age, lack of
transport, education, language, prejudice, LGBTQI – these and other have to be addressed at various levels in 
our society and community; by cooperating with others towards change, and also on an individual basis.
Our understanding of ‘disadvantaged’ might easily be jaundiced by the way items are reported in the media, so 
it is more important than ever to ensure we have clear facts. We also need to remember that Jesus favoured 
the poor and disadvantaged.

Other thoughts shared were:

• Presbyteries should neither seem luxurious nor squalid, it needs to set the right tone for the parish

• The church building should be welcoming to all, and seen to be used (‘lived in’ was the phrase used!)

• Outside groups and societies are made welcome.
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• As a parish we have regard for poverty and the need for assistance overseas; this is demonstrated by 
our continuing support for Kaoma, in Zambia, and for the continuing involvement by English Martyrs 
school in supporting Bunkpurugu, in Ghana. It was thought in both these cases that it would be good 
for the parish to have updates and photos of these places, and the changes that our help and prayers 
have assisted.

• We need to have regard of the spiritually disadvantaged; with many people in the thrall of 
consumerism it is hard for the poor and less well-off to feel they are of value; they need to be assured 
that they don’t have to conform. An example of this is non-uniform days at our schools, where some 
pupils can feel uncomfortable if they can’t keep up with others because of the cost of clothes etc.

• We need to ensure that Faith shows through in life, conversation and social media (perhaps looking for 
resources to spread the faith through social media)

• Parishioners should be encouraged to watch Fr Robert Barron’s videos, including his talks at the 
Congress

 5. Fr Martin

• Bishop Patrick has written, to say that the two Nottingham Deaneries are to be merged into one. The 
date has yet to be decided, and no indication has been given as to whether there will be a single Dean, 
or a larger ‘team’. This has come about primarily because the current division splits the city, and there 
was a lack of communication between the two, especially concerning neighbouring parishes on each 
side of the ‘line’. The clergy of the two Deaneries met last Thursday to discuss and plan the changes. 
One possibility for parishes on the edge of the new combined deanery (such as Long Eaton) is that they
may be allowed to move to a neighbouring deanery that they have geographical links with (in our case 
Derby deanery)

 6. Correspondence

• Kevin Curtis, of the Canaan Trust, has written asking if the parish could have a collection of tinned and 
packet food at Harvest time for the Trust. This was readily agreed,  and Fr Martin asked the secretary to
write back, expressing our thanks for the work of the Trust, agreeing to their suggestion and asking if 
they wanted to provide any display materials. Harvest Sunday is imminent (23rd September) so it will 
need publicising this week.

• We have received a leaflet from PGL, advertising adventure weekends for £59+VAT pp. It was thought 
this might be brought to the Confirmation catechists, in case they want to look at it as a post-
Confirmation activity.

 7. AOB

• Angela said that Mount St Bernard’s have finally responded to her request for retreat details that she 
sent in April. Fr Rufus said that they may be able to accommodate 20-30 people; there would be no 
cost, but donations are suggested. They cannot provide food, but will be able to provide tea/coffee. 
They would be able to give one or two talks (topics could be suggested), followed by 
Exposition/Benediction.
Originally this was suggested as a Parish Retreat, but it may be more suitable now to plan it as a PPC 
Retreat, to take place in early 2019. We will discuss it as an agenda item at the next meeting.

 8. Closing Prayer. Fr. Martin.

The meeting closed at 8.30pm
Next meeting is on 9th October 7.00pm (Same day as Mental Health Awareness training, so morning slot 
unavailable)  - Topic to be confirmed
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